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Chairman’s Message – January 2022 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

 

Hello fellow EMRIG’ers. 

May I firstly wish each and every single one of you, including your family and friends, a very Happy New 

Year, and may 2022 be a stress-free and awesome year for all of you, filled with joy, happiness and lots of 

trains! 

And so, another year comes to pass.  For fear of repeating myself, where do all these years go to? 

On the EMRIG front, I will be honest and say that I am worried about our future.  At the AGM we need to 

make some possibly tough decisions with regards our facilities.  Unfortunately, no members have come 

forward with possible venues, and quite honestly, I do not think we are going to find another venue without 

a hefty price tag attached. 

Unfortunately, the club is still closed due to the Covid levels or the 4th wave as such.  However, this wave 

was a sharp rise and currently undergoing a sharp fall.  Also, looking at the graph I put out in the Whatsapp 

message, it is actually a 7-day Average and not daily cases. 
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Looking at the National Institute for Communicable Diseases, yesterday’s cases were 3232. So, I am 

thinking, and will put it out on the Whatsapp group, that we remain closed this Saturday the 8th, and open 

thereafter.  

Also, the AGM should then go ahead as planned. 

So, in closing, although I think this year will be a difficult year, just like 2021, let’s go forward and make the 

best of it.  If the club is open, come along and run your trains.  Let’s make the most of any time we possibly 

can. 

Looking forward to seeing you at the club, and, again, all the best for the future. 

Thanks folks and keep well. 

Glynn Chamberlain. 

 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Closure of the Club during Covid 4th Wave 

Glynn explained it on the Whatsapp chatgroup… even though the Omicron variant of Covid is supposedly 

less virulent than the previous versions, it’s a highly infectious variant, and the consequences can still po-

tentially be death if the circumstances are all wrong.  So we should not unnecessarily be looking for trouble.  

Perhaps we have been a little blasé about Covid recently (as we are getting seriously tired of hearing about 

it ALL the time), and maybe we don’t always take all the precautions, and at times may drop our guard… 

With a number of our members having contracted Covid (fortunately, only mildly) during a mid-December 

train-running get together, we’ve had a bit of a wake-up call!  So presently the EMRIG club is closed due to 

Covid.  Glynn proposed, and the rest of the committee agreed, that we should use a particular threshold 

level of the “daily new cases” numbers as our determinant as to when the club should reopen, rather than 

the committee having to serve as a draconian “EMRIG Covid Command Council” and arbitrarily deciding on 

a date for re-opening.  When the daily new cases numbers drop below 3000, the club will re-open.  If the 

numbers rise above 5000 again, we close the club until they come back down to below 3000. 

So for now, until the numbers come down to below the 3000 threshold level, the club is closed, and there 

will be no group activities.  (But looking at re-opening for Wednesday 12th)  

Our Upcoming AGM – Important Decisions To Be Made!  

Subject to the above (Covid and club closure situation), we are intending to be holding our club 2022 AGM 

in January – on Sunday 30th.  But if the Covid levels start rising again, we will postpone and reschedule, as 

we had to do last year.  But, as I pointed out last month, and am repeating here again because it is SUCH an 
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important issue, this will truly be a CRITICAL meeting as far as the club’s future is concerned, and so we 

urge you ALL to reserve the date and make every effort to attend.  At that meeting, as soon as we can hold 

it, we will need to make very important decisions regarding the future of the club! 

The Notice of meeting, Agenda and Minutes of the previous meeting have been emailed to members. 

The bottom line remains – we CANNOT AFFORD to stay on for much longer in our current premises at 

Northmead Mall, given what we are currently being charged for electricity and all the “other services”.  We 

either have to radically increase the annual subscriptions, if we wish to stay there, or come up with an al-

ternative plan (move somewhere else that we can afford / go into storage / become nomads again / close 

down the club before we go into liquidation / …..).  

We are using up our accumulated funds, and they’re not going to last very much longer…  We ARE eventu-

ally going to be running out of money…     

So we need to be actively searching for suitable (and affordable!) alternative premises, guys.  Remember, 

we’re talking “somewhere east”, east of the N3 highway…  Come to the AGM with viable suggestions, 

please guys…? 

 

We Need A New Treasurer! 

Jan Kruger has done an absolutely sterling job as the club’s Treasurer for the past five years or so.  But Jan 

has announced that he WILL be standing down this year, and thus we will need a new treasurer to take his 

place as from the 2022 AGM.  (Jan is now Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the massive “mature life-

style” complex where he and his wife live, which is keeping him very busy, and is no longer able to serve as 

our Treasurer as well.)  

So we’re looking for someone with accounting / bookkeeping skills and experience to come forward and 

offer their services, in time to be elected as Treasurer at the upcoming AGM!  

Tuesday Evening’s Running At The Club 

There was no evening running session scheduled for December.  Probably just as well, as with the club 

closed because of the Covid 4th wave we would have had to cancel that one as well.   

Our first one for the new year is scheduled for Tuesday 25th January, and will be an SAR trains evening.  

But with the club presently closed, and the Covid numbers still high, this will be subject to a decision taken, 

in line with the guideline explained above, and confirmation provided on Whatsapp, nearer to the time. 

 

Toyz4Boyz 

You will see that I have recently posted a couple of adverts for this event, to be held on Sunday 27th March, 

at Rand Airport, to our Whatsapp chatgroups.   
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Why????   

Because WE (EMRIG) will be that Model Train Exhibition part of the day’s entertainment, that’s mentioned 

in the adverts!  Our logo’s there on the poster!... 

When we were first approached, our initial reaction was to say “No thanks!  It’s too much trouble to set up 

our Exhibition Layouts for a single day event.”  But Mark argued the toss, and prevailed!  And with good 

reason…  We desperately need to be promoting our hobby, and to attract more people to at least see what 

the hobby is about, and how sophisticated it is!  And so we have agreed to be exhibitors (at no cost to the 

club), and to show off at least some aspects of our club’s activities. 

Because it’s just for one day, we will NOT go to all the trouble of setting up the two Exhibition Layouts.  But 

what we can relatively easily do is take Doug Langford’s Douglasdale station modules (the shunting puzzle 

and some branchline leads), and also William van den Berg’s super little N scale layout, and have DCC trains 

running and shunting on those.  We could also have a couple of our other nicer completed modules as 

static displays, and a few extra trains on display, and maybe even some “work-in-progress” stuff to show 

how modules are built… perhaps some un-built kits, and a looping slideshow of various layouts…  

What can we do to make our display attractive?  Any other ideas and suggestions will be most welcome!   

Then, on the day, we’ll need a few club members to man our display, and be there to answer questions and 

promote our hobby!  (We’ll need to set stuff up on the Saturday, and will be needing help for that…) 

 

Swap Meets Update 

Our last Swap Meet was held on Saturday 4th December.  And I “forced” Glynn to write his Chairman’s Mes-

sage before that Swap Meet… so I guess I better provide the feedback, then…  

This was a 51-table Swap Meet, and it was great to welcome Craig’s Models back again, after a long ab-

sence!  It probably rated about a 6 / 10 on Glynn’s ranking scale, but I felt it was pretty good, with 21 trad-

ers taking tables, and a decent turnout from the buying public.  JohnB in particular did a roaring trade, with 

lots of great stuff available at really good prices (he still has stock in hand, and you can ask him for his up-

dated inventory if you are interested).  A number of the traders mentioned that they had had a good day!  
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What was also so good to see was the club member turn-

out to assist with the setting up and packing away, as well 

as assisting the traders to bring in their wares (for which we 

are justifiably renowned) and take their “leftovers” back to 

the car afterwards.  Thanks, guys!  You’re appreciated!  

   

Our next Swap Meet is scheduled for Saturday 26th February, a couple of months away…  Hopefully by 

then our current “4th Wave” will be a dim and distant memory, and there will be no need for any gathering 

restrictions, and we’ll be able to hold it without any stressful concerns.  So, in the meantime, just “save the 

date”…   

 

Club Communications Media (our routine monthly reminder) 

These are our Newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members / posted on the Whatsapp Chatgroup once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who 

have requested such, are emailed a copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also 

housed in the club library (in a blue file).      

The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, you need to be an ac-

tive paid-up member of the club.  Send Niel a message at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something urgent or “special” that you need to be notified 

about.  You need to have been added to our “Google Groups” mailing list…  Let Glynn know if you aren’t 

receiving mails this way, and believe you should be. 

http://www.emrig.co.za/
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Letters To The Editor 

 

Editor’s Note: I received an email in October, which inter alia suggested that we have a Letters To The Editor 

section in this newsletter…    

Come on, guys and girls!  Let’s hear what you have to say… about the newsletter (what you do and don’t 

find interesting!), about our railroad modelling hobby, about prototypic trains… in fact, anything train-

related!!!  Let’s hear from you!  Send your comments / suggestions / contributions to me by email at 

brian.dawson@iafrica.com.     

Oh dear………….  and then it all just went deadly quiet…       Once again, no takers this month??? 

 

Tips, Hints and Savings 
 

 
Editor’s Note:  Ralph Davey came up with this idea, mentioned in his Letter To The Editor in our November 
newsletter. And just three days into the new month, he had already sent me his first contribution in this new 
series! Thank you, Ralph!!   
 
And now we need the rest of you readers to also submit your Tips, Hints and Savings ideas for inclusion in 
this section in future newsletters, please! Your contributions can be a small as just a paragraph (hopefully 
with a photo or two to illustrate your suggestion, but not essential!), or a page, or a few pages... whatever it 
takes to describe YOUR ideas (or the helpful tips and suggestions that you have come across somewhere – 
although we please need to acknowledge the source if you know where you picked it up).  These 
contributions can be sent to me at editor@emrig.co.za.  

 

Sound in Dummy Locomotives 
By Ralph Davey 

Using Soundbug 
 
Over time, when I started modelling the American Southern Pacific railroad, I bought a number of Athearn 
locomotives. When I went DCC I added the Digitrax decoders that were designed for the Athearn 
locomotives. 
 
As I acquired more modern locomotives, I found the Athearns were fine on their own or with another older 
Athearn, but coupled to a different make they did not run efficiently.  This was due to a number of reasons, 
one of these being that they needed more power than a newer Athearn or other make.  Not one to part 
easily with a locomotive that I like and which looks good on my layout, I did not want to get rid of them.  I 
then decided to convert them to dummy locomotives with sound, so they are still running on the layout but 
only have sound.  I removed the motors.  These I sold very quickly at the swap meets at a good bargain 

mailto:brian.dawson@iafrica.com
mailto:editor@emrig.co.za
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price.   
 
I then added a Digitrax Soundbug decoder to the now dummy locomotive.  Using the PR3 programmer I 
added sound.  EMD SD sound for SD40, SD40T, SD45 and SD45T locomotives.  For the GE locos, I added the 
files for the 4-stroke diesel sound to the U28C, U30C and U33C locomotives, giving the distinctive GE sound.  
So, in a consist with non-sound powered locomotives, the train still has sound.  I also can run them in the 
middle of the train or at the back as helper units.  This adds a bit of additional realism. 
 
But with the cost of decoders, this is now not an easily affordable option.  Plan it carefully. 
 
I also built a Christmas Train for my granddaughters to run at Christmas time.  John Burkhardt and I worked 
out how to get some Christmas Theme sounds into one of these locomotives.  It worked well, and the 
Soundbug has three festive songs / tunes that play.  They are short files due to the size limitations on the 
file, but are really nice to hear.  
 
So, always think out the box. 
 
There are many items and alternate options we can use to add to our layouts and hobby. 
 
Regards 
Ralph 
 

 
 

SD 40 with Soundbug in helper service on my layout. 
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Transnet and the Chinese Problems 

By Jean Dulez (who also took all these superb photos!) 

Editor’s Note: I’m pleased to hear that this article will also appear in the next edition of the Railway Society 

of SA (RSSA)’s magazine, On Track.  And it is definitely most worthy of the additional exposure that 

publication can provide, and more!  (We have “borrowed” numerous articles from On Track over the years 

that I have been editor, with Jean having kindly provided me with copies thereof.)  Many thanks for all the 

time and effort put into producing this splendid article, Jean!  Much appreciated! 

 

Veteran Sunday Times railway reporter, Paul Ash’s, article on the front page “Broken locos’ threat to exports 

- Transnet in hot water due to lack of spares and cable theft” (December 19, 2021) puts this entire 

locomotive supply problem, which had a sequel in the State Capture hearings, into some perspective for the 

public. 

The facts are summarised, plus some other worrying information obtained from TFR sources.  Ash states 

that, regarding the so-called “1064” locomotive supply contracts, GE (now owned by Wabtec USA) has 

completed their supply of 233 class 44 diesel locomotives, whilst Bombardier Transportation are still 

proceeding with their portion, comprising 240 class 23E dual voltage electric locomotives (70 completed to 

date).  

The facts are that these two suppliers, together with CRRC (China Rail Road Corporation) were served with 

locomotive supply suspension notices late in 2019, owing to contract irregularities, including an 

unwarranted increase in overall value from R36 billion to over R50 billion.  CRRC had an order for 369 class 

22Es (260 delivered) and 232 class 45 diesels (only 22 delivered).  In the case of GE, this would only affect 

after-sales servicing and spare parts, whereas, in the case of Bombardier, some manner of agreement had 

seemingly been reached to continue with assembly of the new units in Bayhead, Durban. 

The major problem area is thus the CRRC contract, to which the previous supply of 95 heavy haul class 21Es 

and 100 21Es, for the coal line, have also to be taken into account.  This entire lot amounts to the major 

slice of new locomotives, 477 locomotives in all, indeed the proverbial case of “too many eggs…”.  The 

Chinese have reportedly withdrawn their service crews entirely and are declining to even supply Transnet 

with spare parts. 

As regards the class 45 diesels, only six were listed as still in service late 2021.  Owing to technical and 

quality issues, Transnet had sought to cancel this order entirely.  The bad experience scenario with Chinese 

diesels for the “narrow” gauge African market has thus played itself out yet again, as TransNamib in 

Namibia, for example, can attest with their Chinese diesels.  Most of their Chinese-supplied fleet is currently 

out-of-service, with the railway parastatal relying mainly on 50+ year old ex SAR GE-supplied class 33 

locomotives for most of the haulage around the network.  Unlike the CRRC diesels, spare parts for these 

veterans are amazingly still available from the US. 
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The problem-prone class 45 from CRRC, of which only half a dozen are left in operation for the Free State to Eastern 

Cape routes. 

 

The 50 year old+ ex SAR class 33s, on which TransNamib is still heavily reliant for most of their system freight haulage. 

Botswana Railways have wisely steered clear from the Chinese problem by ordering new diesels from 

Progress Rail (the old EMD), thus staying with the trusted American designs.  The same applies to 

Zimbabwe, Zambia, Mozambique and Tanzania’s (metre gauge) staying with either EMD or GE designs.  

Independent operator Traxtion also refurbishes previous EMD or GE locomotives for hire or lease.  The 

previous Grindrod locally-built diesels are basically powered by EMD equipment as well. Even several of the 

“too tall” European designed Afro 4000s, purchased by Traxtion from PRASA, have now found a new lease 

of life on the Tazara railway. 
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An ex PRASA Afro 4000 purchased and refurbished by Traxtion for work on the Tazara line, between Zambia and Dar Es 

Salaam. 

 

Hire and lease operator Traxtion has also refurbished many old SAR diesels, such as this class 33, for use in local 

operations and up north. 

One wonders how long the new SGRs in Kenya and Ethiopia will manage to operate their Chinese diesel and 

electric fleets before the same type of problems arise.  The same could have applied to Angola, but the 

Benguela Railway also saw the light and ordered similar type Transnet class 43 class diesels from GE and did 

not extend the initial Chinese supply, following the refurbishment of this railway line. 

The current state of serviceable Chinese locomotives at TFR stood as follows at the end of 2021 

(approximate figures only)… 

Class 20E – 55  

Class 21E – 60 

Class 22E – 140 
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The dual voltage class 21Es are down in serviceable numbers on the coal line, putting pressure on other electric types 

within the Transnet fleet. 

 

The working class 22E fleet size is also down, affecting operations for the entire route from Thabazimbi via Pyramid 

South, Sentrarand, Ogies, Ermelo to Richards Bay, as well as parts of the Natal main line 

To fill the gap on 3kV lines, there were still over 500 of the trusty class 18Es (refurbished class 6E1s) in 

service, so these would easily handle both air- and vacuum-braked general traffic on the Cape, Natal and 

Mpumalanga main lines, as well as some heavy-haul bulk trains as far as Ermelo, where the 25kV begins.  

There would not be much immediate help from the more powerful 3kV class 10Es, with only some 25 still in 

service. 
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The largest part of the TFR electric fleet is still the reliable refurbished class 18E, still over 500 strong. These will remain 

in service for many years to come over the entire network’s 3kV lines for general, vacuum-braked, and a considerable 

portion of the heavy-haul work. 

Traffic on the Sishen-Saldanha iron ore line suffers from no evident motive power problems, with over 60 of 

the 50kV class 15Es and some fifty class 43 diesel helpers in service. 

 

A 50kV class 15E, together with a class 43 diesel helper, on an ore train near Saldanha 

For the so-called “Manganese” line (from Hotazel to Port Elizabeth, via Kimberley and De Aar) class 23Es will 

be supplemented by the remaining class 20Es.  Eventually, some help from class 18Es on the 3kV section 

north of Kimberley would also be available (18Es worked the line to Hotazel prior to the arrival of the new 

electrics). 
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Unavailability of sufficient coal line class 21Es is putting pressure on the Japanese-supplied class 19Es and also the class 

44 diesel fleet. 

For the coal line, about 70 of the dual voltage class 19Es are still available.  The class 15E and 19E spare 

parts are now handled by the Alstom Ubunye consortium, who took over the previous Union Carriage 

company in Nigel (and who are also currently involved with the new Gibela-led EMU contract for PRASA).  

The previous 15E and 19E contract was essentially a Mitsui-led job, with Toshiba equipment from Japan, so 

there are presumably no spare parts supply issues here. 

 

The high quality and robust class 23E dual voltage locomotives from Bombardier Transportation handle the bulk of the 

heavy haul on the manganese line over the Northern and Eastern Cape main line through to Gqeberha. 

The major motive power problem would thus be on the 25kV coal line portion from Ermelo to Richards Bay, 

given that none of the retired class 11Es are currently in service, and only a handful (around 45) of the class 

7E variants are left in operation on this and other 25kV sectors.  
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Few of the older 25kV types, such as these class 7E types and the coal line class 11Es, remain in service to fill in the 

“Chinese” gap on the coal line. 

A review of the antiquated diesel fleet reveals the following: 

Class 34 – 140 locomotives  

Class 35 – 130 

Class 36 – 150 

Class 37 – 20  

Class 39 – 20  

All other types, below the class 43, have been fully withdrawn from service. 

 

The antique class 34s, 35s and 36s will now perform the bulk of the GFB and vacuum-braked haulage over the non-

electrified parts of the network for some time to come yet. 

This fleet will be able to still handle transfers, shunts, general freight, vacuum-braked traffic and the 

branch/secondary lines.  One would surmise that these are no longer in a suitable state to perform multiple 

unit heavy haul, as required for the coal line. 

For the class 43 (western regions) and class 44 (eastern regions) fleet, which are primarily allocated to 22t 

axle load heavy haul, there is currently also far from a complete fleet availability: 
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Class 43 – 140 locomotives 

Class 44 – 180 locomotives 

This somewhat puts a Transnet executive’s view, reported in the same Sunday Times article, proposing that 

all TFR electrified lines should be dieselised, owing to rampant cable theft, to bed. There are simply not 

enough new 22t axle load diesels available at present! 

 

There are insufficient 22t axle load class 43s and 44s to completely replace electric traction for heavy haul work. 

One may surmise that the class 43/44 fleet is already under pressure for haulage requirements on lines 

where the electrical infrastructure is down (including much of the PRASA network) and lines where electric 

power has been discontinued recently by intent (for example Pyramid North to Polokwane, Kaapmuiden to 

Phalaborwa, Springfontein to East London, and much of the remainder of the Free State).  Where possible, 

class 34s and 35s would be brought in here to assist as well. 

The class 44s already handle much through traffic from Lephalale to Pyramid South, Sentrarand, Ogies, 

Ermelo and Richards Bay, as well as the entire Phalaborwa to Komatipoort route, through Eswatini 

(Swaziland) to Richards Bay.  In addition, these also handle much of the general freight (GFB) in the Gauteng 

region. 

The class 43s, based in Free State, Northern and Eastern Cape, are also fully occupied with heavy haul and 

GFB work. 

The Western Cape remains largely serviced by the older locomotive fleets: class 18Es, 34s, 35s and 36s.  

Hence, the motive power scenario at Transnet is indeed under considerable pressure, mainly due to the 

withdrawal of CRRC, and haulage tonnages have declined again in 2021.  Ash has commented that many 

mines are now resorting to sending a portion of their bulk export ores and coal via road; previously, the 

railway system handled just about all such traffic.  This is a worrying development, with the quality and 

state of the provincial and national road networks already under considerable pressure and set to 
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deteriorate further.  There are simply insufficient budgets available to undertake large scale road rebuilding 

(since temporary repairs do not effectively achieve anything in the long run, being continually subjected to 

the pounding of such heavy-duty vehicles) 

For the new Alstom-led contract for 600 EMU sets for PRASA, at least the manufacturing quality from the 

Gibela factory is excellent (being a basic European design and fortunately not Chinese), as will be outlined in 

a subsequent article.  PRASA will thus have to restore most of their stolen catenary and CTC infrastructure 

to be able to deploy these EMUs.  Apart from the stopgap measure of currently towing of old type 5M2A 

EMU sets with Transnet diesels, there will hence be no question of switching over permanently to diesel 

haulage (or even DMU fleets) in the future. 

 

The assembly and supply of the new Alstom X’trapolis Mega 3kV EMU sets to PRASA will continue, pressuring the 

parastatal to repair and re-energise most parts of their metro lines in stages, particularly in Gauteng. 

In Gauteng, the Bombardier Gautrain 25kV EMU sets (ex UK) continue to perform well, although there has 

been a considerable drop in passenger numbers since the start of the Covid 19 pandemic and resulting 

lockdowns.  This has applied increased pressure on the provincial financial subsidies, which are necessary 

for the continued operation of the service. 

Chinese Model Train Woes 

Most model train enthusiasts will know that much of the HO gauge rolling stock and locomotives are now 

made and supplied out of China, where labour work is much cheaper than in Europe or the US. However, 

many quality problems have surfaced, ironically somewhat on parallel with the prototype designs.  Only the 

Europeans have managed to steer clear, with suppliers such as Roco, Märklin, Fleischmann, Mehano and 

Peco retaining better quality, but still affordable, eastern European manufacturing and assembly facilities.  

A particularly bad example comes by way of Bachmann’s model of the once ubiquitous Chinese class QJ 2-

10-2 main line steam locomotive, which were filmed and photographed by thousands of visiting overseas 

railway enthusiasts, until the end of main line steam in China, around 2005. 

The picture shows that the model is well detailed and proportioned, in all respects, but it suffers from a 

poor electro-mechanical drive design.  Usually, the motor and gear drive for a typical steam model is 

mounted directly onto the chassis, so one only needs to remove the boiler for maintenance work. In this 
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case, the design team decided to permanently mount the motor and worm drive into the boiler, with the 

main (plastic) gear located on the centre driving-wheel axle.  When the boiler is screwed into place, one has 

to presume that the two gears actually mesh together properly. 

Whilst plastic gears, rather than metal, are not the best idea, the typical failure problem here is that the 

worm gear comes loose from the motor drive shaft, and to get this out, one would have to just about 

destroy the boiler.  I have a second such loco with the same problem and have heard of another local 

collector who also has two of these same QJ models suffering from exactly the same issue. The other 

Bachmann steam models on the market (JS and SY 2-8-2s types) have more conventional gear drives, which 

can be directly repaired and serviced.  One wonders how many of these QJ models are still on sale out there 

and whether Bachmann China have ever made any suitable design changes? 

Hence, my QJ models have been converted to free-wheeling tow jobs, shown here with a Bachmann 

Chinese diesel, which is of better mechanical quality.  In reality, such double traction occurred quite often, 

whilst steam was being phased out; here, on the modelling scene, this may thus prove rather to be a towing 

operation with one destination: the eventual Chinese steam locomotive scrap yard! 

 

Bachmann’s working Chinese Co-Co HO model diesel towing their stricken QJ 2-10-2 to the writer’s “scrap” yard! 

 

Heading off into retirement….?. (this photo is from EBay, loco on sale for $700, if you really want it!) 
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MY MODEL RAILROAD HOBBY AND HOME LAYOUT 
– HO 2-Stall Engine House, this one Scratch-Built for a Friend 

 

By Brian Messenger (The HOn3 guy in Knysna!)  

 
 
This is a two stall engine house that was scratch-built for a friend in Cape Town many years ago, upon his 
request for one similar to the HOn3 one on my home layout. 
 
I built this one from the FSM plans and templates that I had saved and used here.   I had plenty of resin 
doors and window castings in my “bits” box that is there for future scratch building projects.  All the walls 
were cut out from Scribed siding that I had in my wood stash. 
 

 
 
 
I was given what color to use, went ahead and cut out the window and door openings, added the exterior 
bracing, and painted those at the same time. One can see the different weights that were used to keep 
them flat. 
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Below is my workbench (a roll top desk that my dear wife had made for me as a birthday present) with 
some of the components on it in some form of semblance. 
 

 
 
 
This shows the time consuming process of putting shingles on the roof. They have not been stained or 
weathered yet. 
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This was set up on a temporary card stock base, to make sure that it all fitted correctly, as well as temporary 
placement of the smoke chimneys. 
 

 
 
 
The wood scribed floor was laid, and again what a 
time-consuming job to cut the plank lengths and 
put all the nail holes in it.  
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This photo shows the floor in place, and the building held in place using right way magnetic corner clamps. 
(These are no longer available from the USA supplier.  If anyone requires any, contact me as I am able to 
obtain them at a very reasonable price.) 
 

 
 
 
A test fit on my friend’s HO layout in case final adjustments were needed. 
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Again, to make sure that the clearances were okay for the locomotives. 
 

 
 
 
 
Masking tape and elastic bands were used to hold the building together during the test fit stages, again in 
case adjustments needed to be made. 
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The following photos show the addition of castings to add detail to the exterior of the building.  Note the 
cut boards and nail holes added on the walls. 
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These racks / shelving were constructed from card stock, painted, weathered, and filled with all sorts of bits 
and pieces which seemed to fit. 
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The following photos show the interior filled with casting from my “bits” box. 
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An oil drum used to temporarily gauge the correct height for the work bench tops all around the interior. 
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Busy adding all the interior lights and making sure that all the wires were hidden and, of course, working.  
All the extra detail was added to the interior throughout. 
 

 
 
 
Most of the grease and grime was added to the floor at this stage, as well as figures in suitable poses and 
places. 
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Final photos of the engine house with the weathering done, and waiting for placement on my friend’s 
layout in Cape Town. 
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On the friend’s layout, and waiting to be bedded in with ground cover. 
 

 
 
 
This one was the fourth 2-stall engine house that I have built.  One resides on my own HOn3 layout at 
home.  The other three are on friends’ home layouts. 
 
An article on my HOn3 engine house appeared in the July 2014 MRH magazine with the photos and write 
up on it. 
 
 
 
Kind regards 
 
Brian 
082 926 8770 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

callto:082%20926%208770
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THE NOTTINGHAM & SPRING GROVE RAILROAD, 

and my latest Ops  Session on Saturday 11th December 2021 

By Johnny Everitt 

Editor’s Note:  Johnny Everitt is not an EMRIG club member, but is a member of our local Operations Group, 
occasionally driving up and attending the Ops Sessions at JohnB’s and Glynn’s layouts.  Johnny invited us 
club members to the opening of his N&SG RR layout in December 2019.  John Burkhardt, a long-time friend 
of Johnny’s, attended that opening session, and wrote up an article for us (which appeared in our January 
2020 newsletter).  Once again Johnny invited us to attend his N&SG Operating Session on 11th December.  
This time Glynn drove down to Notties and attended.  Johnny kindly offered to provide a write up for our 
newsletter, of which he is an avid reader…  Johnny, who has been around the block a few times in the model 
railroad and the surfing world (and owned his own model train shop!), has an inimitable and amusing 
writing style, which I am sure you will enjoy! 

In having re-located to Nottingham Road (KZN-Midlands) on a temporary basis in late 2016  and  then 
permanently in 2018, I left behind a highly-detailed, 
fully OpS-functional 10.0 x 5.5 m layout in Durban 
North – the “GFR” (photo right, by JohnB) – having 
taken 9 years to complete it.  Needless to say, this 
was NOT an easy decision to make, and remains 
most painful to this day!  (NB.  This STILL fully-OpS 
layout may well have to be dismantled during the 
second quarter of 2022; so if there is an individual or 
club who would like to purchase this layout as/when 
this sad event takes place, please contact me 
through BrianD) 

As a committed Surfer for over 6 decades, I soon discovered that there are NO secret surf-breaks located on 
the nearby Spring Vale Dam, so with the enforced change in lifestyle, the ONLY alternative was to begin 

another layout, interspersed with on/off-road 
Moto-Sikkling in the nearby Drakensberg. 

With no space available within the abode, a 9 x 7 
m wooden cabin (photo left, also by JohnB) had 
to be purchased, with a final 7.0 x 4.5 
m allocation having been successfully negotiated 
with Senior Management! 

  From the outset, and on-going until around half-
2019, the kind and invaluable assistance / 
support as given by Laurence Robinson was much 
appreciated, as was his input during the latter-
years on the GFR.  His assistance was by way of 
technical bench-work (the N+SG RR  being a first-

time, two-level layout); but also his excellent structure-modelling, weathering  and  DCC Decoder 
installations have literally taken years off the anticipated overall construction period!  Both layouts bear 
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witness to his excellent endeavours …. 

     

Very early days: Left –Senior Management inspection;    Right – a frighteningly empty space 

Not to bore all with detail… the Cabin was assembled during late-April 2018, and the first track-laying took 
place at Spring Grove Station (top-level) during early-September.  Like the GFR,  the design was set for walk-
around / plug-in DCC (Digitrax) OpS  with those MR-Maats who shared this realistic passion, both layouts 
being well away from the now VERY old, traditional, tail-chasing, double-main racetrack  “0-12 V DC In 1 
Second”  type (which are surprisingly  STILL  being built!). 

Whilst sharing the same Transitional-Era (Steam-to-Diesel / North American) period, the theme of the N+SG 
RR is that of a Short-Line / Regional RR, being intentionally contrary to that of the GFR which is more of an 
urban / industrial switching-design.  (pic below is of Nottingham) 

 

The final laying of track on the N+SG RR took place on Friday 7th February 2020 @ 16h40, and, 
appropriately, was immediately celebrated by quaffing a glass of Graham Beck’s RAILROAD RED! 

After a period of 18 months of almost non-stop, concerted effort (where litres of blood WERE spilled!), I 
was looking forward to test-driving a “Free-Form OpS Session” with the Maats.   

As previously with the GFR, one MUST take time to do things proper-like …. to go back to re-cover old 
ground is something I cannot abide.  To rush matters juss sommer to get trains running is fatal, especially 
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when “temporary” dog’s-breakfast hook-up wiring eventually drifts forward and becomes permanent! 

As SHOULD be known, the success and reliability of OpS relies on original layout construction and design, 
taking in solid bench-work, carefully-laid / exacting track-work, and methodical, neat and sometimes 
boringly repetitive wiring!  AND then there is the absolute necessity of CLEAN track for DCC to perform!  I 
guess it was the comparative ease of carrying out this hated task here in Notties, compared to that of the 
location of the GFR but 1.5 kms from the sea, that convinced me to STAY here! 

 

I believe the most important foundation for reliable, enjoyable 
OpS HAS to be the track-work.  At the outset, if there is a single issue 
that I concentrate upon / pay close attention to, it is track-work 
that FLOWS and is NOT overly-complicated, but is RIGHT for 
purpose.  This is an issue that must be stressed.  In addition, to ensure 
DCC performance (especially as all locos are Sound-Decoder-ed), 
almost all pieces of track have a direct Power-Bus feed to ensure a 
good Digital-Signal / No Voltage-Drop throughout the layout. 

The first official “Open-House” for the MR-Crew took place on 
Saturday 14th December 2019, with Johnno and Averyl Burkhardt 
kindly crossing the Boerewors-Curtain border to join us.  The Mainline 
was complete at that stage, so continuous running and some switching 
was possible.  By working towards this ever-looming deadline, 
sustained progress was assured!   

As above, with the  “Golden Spike”  having been driven in in early-February, who was to know at that time 
what was soon to descend upon us perpetual  MR-Sinners  during mid-March, this being in the form of an 
over-bearing and repeatedly extended LOCKDOWN??!   I now had to be content playing with myself for 
weeks on end, but it was most pleasing to have a layout that, from the outset, was operating on a fault-free 
basis. 

When LOCKDOWN restrictions were eventually eased, I was thankfully joined by some brave souls who 
confronted the now Nu-Nu infested world (Peter Hambridge + Brian Thompson + Killer Kyle), but I was 
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never able to get more than one additional MR-maat to stress-test the OpS protocol / rolling-stock 
distribution balance.  At this time, I was only able to offer “Free-Form OpS”, as the long-since ordered Car-
Card / Waybill set had disappeared within our disgraceful, non-existent SA Post Orifice service, the 
consignment having been dispatched within 4 days of receipt of payment by Micro-Mark, USA.  So by this 
time, I had written-off ever receiving the parcel.  After something like 7 months (!) the package DID 
materialize, and I set about writing up this basic (and yes!), dated but reliable 4-way system (where was 
computer-nerd Glynn Chamberlain when I needed him?). 

 

It was planned that a degree of basic scenery would have been completed by this second “Open-House” on 
Saturday 11th December 2021, but certain unforeseen events precluded this from being the case. 

With several other  MR  side-line stories aside, MUCH time was spent on experimenting and fine-
tuning  Sound-Decoder-ed  Loco CVs to allow for realistic, slow-creep / slow Kaydee-coupler action (that 
I KNOW drives committed Main-Liners Frank Graham and Johnno B bossies!), I began to prepare the N+SG 
RR for this day two days prior. 

 

As previously with JohnB, Glynn this time kindly crossed the Border and spent a minute or two (!) over the 
weekend “Playing Trains”, this being the case from almost immediately following his arrival on the Friday 
afternoon. 

Although I had spent MANY hours in earlier times manually drawing up a Fast-Time Schedule for the GFR, it 
was a concept that did not sit well for some, so I converted this back to Real-Time.  It soon became 
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apparent that to ensure enjoyment and realistic operation, the time required for proper-like Switching had 
to be significantly expanded so that eventually, even the amended Real-Time Schedule was itself replaced 
by a more relaxed Car-Card / Waybill-driven system as controlled by a Tablet / Token before being allowed 
to hit the mainline.  Immediately, one is freed from constantly “Chasing-the-Clock”, breaking-up / making-
up trains at one’s own pace.  This is the chosen system for the N+SG RR. 

As this was the FIRST time that more than two Operators were active and that, at times, it seemed like 
organised chaos reigned with some 5-6 Operators involved at the same time, the approx. 3-hour OpS on this 
Saturday went off well without any major kak-event.  Yes, there was a slight Off-Balance bias towards 
Culcurran and Culcurran Yard (pic below), but all the other stations and industries coped well. 

 

In thanking these sacrificial-lamb Operators, they WERE rewarded with a lakka Braai and a subsequent 
beer-infused B-S session before departing for Dirtbin (that’s Durbs by the sea!) later that arvo.  

Killer Kyle over-stayed his welcome by previous instruction, so the three of us (KK, Glynn and yours truly) 
continued on our merry OpS way, with that well-known FHB (Family-Hold-Back) rule being applied!  The 
Writer was consigned to the sofa in the lounge (Third-Class Compartment) to catch the night’s doss, while 
the “E-Steamed” visitors were pampered hand and foot in First Class bedrooms! 
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Glynn had to depart early-morn on Sunday, so just KK and the Writer then returned to the fray for a final, 
informal session. 

With KK having to be eventually kicked out the front-door, the Writer was pleased to find that unlike 
the SAR / SPOORNET / TRANSNET (or whatever it calls itself these-a days!), there were only 2 misplaced 
Box-Cars, all others being where the Waybills said they should be …..  Well Done, the Boyos!! 

With JB and Glynn now having visited the N+SG RR, I am confident that they would both attest to a 
satisfactory OpS  performance ….  And it is THIS that makes the attention to detail from Day #1 of 

construction well worth the extra, careful effort. 

In closing – with due notification, there is an Open 
Invitation to those passing through the KZN-Midlands to 
pull-in and view the N+SG RR. 

If there are any queries / questions concerning the 
layout or the OpS day, please contact me through 
BrianD. 

I take this opportunity to wish all MR-Maats the best for 
(what remains of…) the Festive Season and a Healthy, 
Prosperous New Year.  

Much Thanks.  Stay Safe + Regards ,  Johnny (pictured above, “playing trains”, photo Dec 2019 by JohnB) 
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How It All Began For Me… 

… Is taking a break this month 

 

Those who have told us their stories so far are: John B (May 2021), Jimmy M (June 2021), Colin A (July 2021), 

Kobus P (Aug 2021), Mia vB (Sept 2021), Kevin C (Oct 2021), Ralph D (Nov 2021), and Rene’ B (Dec 2021).  

Editor’s Note: When I pointed out to Rene’ that his article last month was all really fascinating stuff, but that 

it didn’t tell us anything about how HE (Mr Rene’ Bosch from @Trainz!) got involved with model trains, he 

said he’ll do that next (sometime!), and then he rushed off to Holland to attend some or other big hobby 

fair!!...     So he still needs to write that story for us!!.... 

 

 

Running Trainz Virtually: Also taking a break this month….    

By Brian Dawson 

 

 

  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge… 

By…. Jean Dulez this month!...         

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 
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 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 

 2018 May  Ash Pappa 

 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 

 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November … same story… 

 2018 December … same story….  

 2019 January to date…  …still nothing has changed    … and THEN………..!!!! 

 2019 May, June, July & Aug Kobus Pelser (thank you for all your hard work, Kobus!) 

 2019 September Shane Brinkley (all the way from Perth!!) 

 …………… and nothing has happened since then………….      

 2020 April  Mark Peddle 
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 2020 May  George Lagoudis 

 2020 July, Aug, Sept Harry Ostrofsky 

 2020 November Jean Dulez 

 2020 December No contribution (no one was nominated..…) 

 2021 January  No contribution – Theuns dropped the ball!, and so I challenged Glynn… 

 2021 February  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2021 March  Shane Brinkley 

 2021 April  Mark asked for a month’s grace, and then another couple….  

 2021 August  Mark Peddle (who then challenged Craig…) 

 2021 September … waiting.. 

 2021 October  Craig Beretta 

 2021 December Eugene Saayman 

 

And Eugene, when he wrote for our December issue, challenged Niel Wilson to write again (Niel last wrote 

for us in November 2015).  But Niel has asked for a month’s grace, and promises he’ll have written 

something for us by the end of January, in time for our February edition (it’s a busy time of year!).  So, 

fortunately for me, Jean Dulez has offered another Challenge article, without me having to twist his arm… 

Thank you, Jean! 

 

French Rail-Mounted Artillery:   

A Perspective From Both World Wars 

By Jean Dulez 

 

World War One, 1914-1918 

At the onset of the war, in 1914, which was to be marked by huge losses of life during the trench warfare 

period, the French army faced attacks from the Germans, equipped with very large 420mm calibre howitzer 

road-mobile artillery pieces.  These proved very effective in destroying reinforced concrete defences in 

Russia, Belgium and France, and took the defendants totally by surprise during this early stage of the 

conflict. 
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These heavy guns 

were built by 

Krupp from 1912 

and were later 

nick-named “Big 

Berthas” by the 

Allied troops.  

These assemblies, 

completed on the 

front, weighed 43 

tons and their 

shells 830kg. 

(Transnet 

Museum’s class 

16D 4-6-2, No 

860, currently 

stored in Cape 

Town, was 

officially named “Big Bertha” since it was considered by SAR personnel to be a large steam locomotive, 

when ordered from the US in 1925.) 

As far back as 1909, the French army had also been studying the development of a 370mm mortar, which 

could be transported on temporary 600mm gauge trains to any front.  The finances for this huge piece were 

not forthcoming until war actually broke out in 1914, hastening completion of this project, in view of 

setbacks resulting from deployment of the formidable German army artillery.  The 370mm French gun fired 

a 400kg shell, and was deployed in 1915. 
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I recall reading in a prior article that the largest such French mortar design was of a massive 600mm calibre, 

but this was not evidently a success, being too heavy and unwieldy. 

Other large-calibre cannons (as opposed to mortars) were subsequently also built and deployed on the 

French fronts, mainly via make-shift 600mm track-work.  This strategy proved effective against the German 

advances at Verdun, the battle of the Somme and at Flanders, in Belgium, since their heavy artillery became 

bogged down in muddy tracks, whereas the rail-mounted French trains did not suffer the same fate.  These 

shells proved capable of destroying reinforced enemy bunkers.  
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French presidential party and military officers arrive at the front, on 600mm freight wagons, to inspect the 

trenches during 1916 

Battle of the Marne, 6-12 September 1914 

Prior to these developments in the north (i.e. the western front) the Germans had rapidly reached the 

outskirts of Paris by August 1914.  The Marne River, some 20km east of Paris, is a tributary of the Seine.  

This year, on a stopover in Paris, I stayed at a hotel overlooking the river at a point where the previous main 

railway line crosses the river via an impressive lengthy viaduct, first built in 1852.  

This bridge proved critical in ferrying supplies to the Allied army, comprising just over a million troops (39 
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French divisions and 6 from the British Expeditionary Force – BEF) facing the German 1st and 2nd Armies, 

comprising 27 divisions totalling nearly 1.5 

million troops.  Reserve French troops were 

also ferried by local taxis to the front during 

this short period in September, reputed to be 

the first motorised troop transport of any 

conflict thus far. 

The two German armies faced encirclement 

after just four days, and thus were forced 

into a lengthy and rapid retreat, somewhat 

more slowly pursued by the Allied divisions.  

This lasted until 13 September, after which 

the Germans dug in some 65km east; this 

was followed by several years of stagnant trench warfare, as also occurred on the other fronts.  It proved to 

be the only rapid “victory” by the Allies during this War. 

The losses were, as in other fronts, substantial: over a quarter of-a-million casualties on both sides, with 81 

700 deaths for the Allies and 67 700 on the German side. 

During World War II, this particular bridge again came into the spotlight.  Occupying German forces 

abandoned Paris in August 1944, neglecting to destroy the city, as Hitler had reportedly ordered (and was 

the subject of a later War film titled “Is Paris Burning?”). What the retreating Nazis did blow up, however, 

several days later, early in September 1944, were the three central arched spans of this railway bridge over 

the Marne.  These spans were subsequently hastily rebuilt by the Allies, using newer and more rapid 

reinforced concrete technology, in order to facilitate military rail traffic to the east.  The original 19th Century 

stone and mortar arch work still supports the lengthy approaches. 

Today, most of the rail-freight traffic employs a more modern bridge further to the north, but this old route 

is still employed by frequent regional and suburban trains, plus a few local daily pick-up freights. 

 

The Trench Warfare Period and Artillery, 1915-1918 

The Germans belatedly also got the message, and commenced transporting mobile artillery and machine-

gun platoons on their own 600mm rail systems.  Steam locomotives such as Sandstone Estates’ preserved 

“Feldbahn” types (see photo below, of their restored Henschel 0-8-0T Feldbahn) were used as motive power. 
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Meanwhile the French military were preparing even larger rail-mounted artillery designs, with longer 

ranges.  It will be remembered that aerial bombardments were still in their infancy, as were the first mobile 

tank designs, hence semi-fixed artillery, with longer ranges, employing high-explosive shells, were the only 

effective strategy to soften the 

enemy defences and destroy 

the trenches. 

The French army had already 

deployed howitzers of up to 

370mm and 400mm in 1915, 

but now required something 

to exceed the troublesome Big 

Berthas, with a range of over 

12km. 

To this end, early in 1916, 

engineers at the Schneider-

Creusot manufactured and 

assembled a 250t rail-

mounted monster with the 

largest howitzer calibre to 

date: 520mm!  
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This surpassed previous shore-mounted batteries or the largest naval battleship guns yet existing.  To 

operate this standard gauge-mounted assembly, with a range 

of 17km and 1370kg long trajectory shell, the sixteen-axle 

wagon was provided with an auxiliary generator car to 

generate power, in order to electrically operate the very heavy 

moving parts.  Larger 1650kg shells were also produced to 

provide more firepower for closer targets.  

One of these howitzers, numbered as battery No. P1901, was 

test-fired in March 1918 with great success.  The shells made 

9m deep craters.  Unexploded shells could penetrate 1.5m of 

earth and 3.5m hard rock.  However, not all test firings worked 

well – there were evidently too many cases of unexploded 

shells.  

A second battery, No. P3902, arrived for testing in May 1918, 

and was to be subjected to a similar extended test-firing 

programme.  Later, on July 27, four successful test firings were 

completed; however, shell No. 5 detonated prematurely inside the barrel, destroying much of the wagon 

superstructure in the process.  Parts were blown sky high and some landed as far as 2km away.  Two 

adjacent ammunition wagons were also destroyed, although the main sixteen-axle rail chassis escaped with 

relatively little damage (see photo below).  Fortunately, the crew had taken refuge behind some buildings 

prior to the firing, as was standard precautionary practice during such tests, so no personnel were injured.  
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Hence, these two units (with a third partially built) never actually saw action during this conflict, since the 

armistice was signed on 11 November, 1918. 

 

World War II Rail-Mounted Artillery, 1939-1942 

During the years between the two world wars, the French army failed to move substantially into modern 

warfare technology: air fire power and tanks.  Although no new fixed artillery developments or 

improvements were undertaken on the 370, 400 and 520mm howitzers, smaller batteries of 240mm calibre 

guns were placed in service, hauled by 240hp Crochat petrol-electric standard gauge eight-axle locomotives, 

as shown below. 

 

With the outbreak of war in September 1939 the French thus found themselves at a considerable military 

disadvantage, with mainly 1918-era equipment and battle strategy.  

Only General Charles de Gaulle appeared to appreciate that this war was only to be won with superior 

airpower and by winning tank battles.  However, in May 1940, when the Germans poured in through 

Belgium (thus short-circuiting the fixed Maginot line of defence along the German border) his army section 
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had little suitable military resources to oppose the Nazi regime’s assault.  

 

Nevertheless, rail-mounted batteries were still deployed, but proved sitting ducks to air and panzer attacks.  

One of these 240mm trains and locomotives was partially destroyed by German tanks in June 1940. They 

were at this stage deployed in the Maginot line (Alsace) area and actually succeeded in bombarding two 

German border towns, before being harassed and put out-of-action by the Luftwaffe.  They were then 

forced to be evacuated by rail further south, but these are still recorded as having been amongst the first 

attacks launched into German territory prior to the much later Allied air bombings.  

The German army’s advance was so rapid, cutting a swath through the sparse and poorly equipped 

French forces stationed along the Belgian border, that the BEF (comprising nearly 200,000 troops 

and another 140,000 varied Allied forces) were cut off in the Dunkerque region.  Hitler had held 

back his panzers and Luftwaffe for engagements further south, thus permitting the majority of 

these troops, over several days at the end of May, to miraculously be evacuated by sea to Britain, 

although most of their equipment had to be left behind. It would take over four years before Allied 

troops would set foot once again on these beaches, late in August, 1944.  

After the surrender of France, the collapse of the 3rd Republic and subsequent signing of the armistice with 

the Vichy government, under Marshall Pétain, on June 26th 1940, de Gaulle somewhat salvaged some of the 

country’s honour by fleeing to England and establishing the Free French government-in-exile in London.  

He eventually returned to Paris with the victorious Allied troops in August 1944, after the German army had 

evacuated the city and much of the remainder of the country.  This was then to be the start of the French 

4th Republic.  Pétain, one of the French army’s heroes of the previous war, was now branded a traitor, and 

subsequently convicted by military court. 

The infamous 520mm rail-mounted battery was yet, back in 1940, to have the last say.  Following the 

collapse of France, much of the French army’s military equipment fell into the hands of the German 
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Wehrmacht.  These include rail-mounted old 400mm howitzers and the 520mm battery, No. P3092, which 

had been reconditioned in preparation for a return to service, before outbreak of war, between 1937 and 

1939. 

The 520mm unit was taken to the Russian front in 1941 and even given a Reichsbahn vehicle No. 919092.  It 

will be noted that the Germans had to continually re-gauge the broader Russian gauge track in captured 

territory back to SGR, in order to move such equipment and also general supplies to the front by rail from 

Germany.  

The 520mm howitzer was considered to be ideal for bombarding the Russians during the siege of Leningrad 

(now renamed St Petersburg).  It was railed to Peskau in November 1941 and subjected to various test 

firings, with great success.  It was then deployed to the front at Krassnijbor later that month. 

 

During the height of winter, the poorly-equipped Germans continued their Russian offensive.  On the 5th 

January 1942, during live-firing action under sub-zero temperatures, a shell once again prematurely 

detonated inside the barrel, so destroying the gun, as had been the case in France, way back on the 27th July 

1918.  
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This time around, destruction was more complete, as evident from army photographs taken afterwards, and 

the rail chassis was now also totally destroyed, but it was not recorded how many soldiers undoubtedly 

perished.  Hence, this somewhat unsuccessful 520mm gun had indeed had its sweet revenge on the enemy.  

The hard-pressed Russians could not even have wished for anything better! 

(Extracted and translated by the author from various articles in “Voie Etroite” by Gen. Guy François; all 

period military photos from his collection.  Modern era photos by Jean Dulez)  

 

 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

Mark has now drawn up and distributed the 2022 Duty Roster, due to some changes to the Key Holders, as 

well as the inclusion of Tuesday evening activities.   The new roster was circulated to members by email.  

Here is the Key Duty Roster for the first few months of this year, applicable from whenever the club opens 

again…..  

  Date Name   Date Name 

1 Sat 1-01 John B 1 Wed 5-01 Clive S 

2 Sat 8-01 Mark P 2 Wed 12-01 Colin A 

3 Sat 15-01 Kobus P 3 Wed 19-01 Jean D  

4 Sat 22-01 Colin A 4 Wed 26-01 Brian D 

5 Sat 29-01 Ash P 1 Wed 2-02 Clive S 
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1 Sat 5-02 Brian D 2 Wed 9-02 Colin A 

2 Sat 12-02 Theuns W  3 Wed 16-02 Jean D  

3 Sat 19-02 John B 4 Wed 23-02 Brian D 

4 Sat 26-02 Glynn C 1 Wed 2-03 Clive S 

1 Sat 5-03 Mark P 2 Wed 9-03 Colin A 

2 Sat 12-03 Kobus P 3 Wed 16-03 Jean D  

3 Sat 19-03 Colin A 4 Wed 23-03 
Brian D 

4 Sat 26-03 Ash P 5 Wed 30-03 Jan K 

1 Sat 2-04 Brian D 1 Wed 6-04 Clive S 

      

 

To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets to 

protect the layout equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. (please don’t turn off 

the one closest to the window *left-hand switch powering the IR+, as the right-hand switch powers the 

Security Gate lock!!!).  

Mark is responsible for the roster – for any changes that need to be made, please liaise with Mark, or just 

swap out with someone else if you can’t make your date, and let Mark know what you have arranged.  

 

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Tuesday 25th January  Evening running at the club – SAR trains ???  (TBC) 

 Sunday 30th January  EMRIG AGM  ???  (TBC) 

 Tuesday 22nd February  Evening running at the club – European trains ???  (TBC) 

 Saturday 26th February  EMRIG Swap Meet, Northmead (TBC) 

 Sunday 27th March  Toys 4 Boys, Rand Airport (EMRIG exhibiting!) 

 Tuesday 29th March  Evening running at the club – American trains 

 Tuesday 26th April  Evening running at the club – Swiss / German trains 

 ??? ????    The Great Model Train Expo  CURRENTLY POSTPONED INDEFINITELY 
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2021 Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain     glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Secretary – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger.10@gmail.com 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Mark Peddle       mark@icemountain.co.za 

Swap Meet Manager – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Name: - Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Bank: -  FNB Northmead Square     Account No: -    625 483 74149     Branch code: - 250 655.  

Please, DO NOT forget to put YOUR NAME as the reference.  

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2022 WILL BE DISCUSSED AND FINALISED AT THE 
AGM.   FEES FOR 2021 WERE R450,00 FOR SINGLE MEMBER, R675,00 FOR FAMILY 
MEMBERSHIP.  IF YOU HAVE STILL NOT YET PAID YOUR 2021 SUBSCRIPTION, 
YOU’RE NOT ACTUALLY A MEMBER OF THE CLUB ANYMORE… 

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE? – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!!   
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